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Abstract. VLF ground data from Porojarvi in N.
Finland has been presented. Spectrograms reveal fre-
quent occurrence of power line harmonic radiation
(PLHR), originating from the Finnish power system and
from heavy industrial plant. The radiation is seen to
penetrate the magnetosphere since numerous occurrenc-
es of PLHR triggered emissions are seen. Risers
predominate but fallers and hooks are also observed.
A well-established 1D Vlasov simulation code has been
used to simulate these emissions, using plausible mag-
netospheric data for a range of L values from L =4t o
L = 5.5. The code is able to reproduce risers fallers and
hooks in close agreement with observations. The results
shed considerable insight into the generation structure
of both risers and fallers.
Key words. Electromagnetics (numerical methods) á
Ionosphere (wave-particle interactions) á
Magnetospheric physics (plasma waves and
instabilities).
1 Introduction
Power line harmonic radiation (PLHR) is a fascinating
geophysical phenomenon in the near space environment
that has excited much interest and lively debate during
the past 20 years. PLHR lines were ®rst recorded in the
1960s, and in the classic text by Helliwell (1965), they are
visible in many of the templates, although at the time
they were not recognised for what they were. It was in
1975 that Stanford University workers (Helliwell et al.,
1975) positively identi®ed PLHR lines and postulated
that they originated from radiation from terrestrial
power line systems. Ground VLF observations at Siple
station Antarctica, and at the conjugate point at
Roberval, Quebec in Canada revealed arrays of spectral
lines in the 2±6 kHz band. Further, analysis showed that
such lines must be of magnetospheric origin. Some sets
of lines have almost constant spacings of 120 Hz,
corresponding to odd harmonics of the Canadian power
system. Other magnetospheric lines were found to have
variable spacings that could be time varying. At the
present time the general scienti®c consensus is that
magnetospheric lines have their initiating source in
terrestrial power line systems and/or heavy industrial
plant. VLF harmonic radiation from power systems
penetrates the ionosphere and propagates into the inner
magnetosphere, where it is ampli®ed by the unstable
ambient plasma and may take the form of a self-
sustaining VLF emission. Clearly, in order to under-
stand the origin of PLHR and its magnetospheric eects
it is necessary to understand the linear and nonlinear
dynamics of the interaction between VLF line radiation
and the ambient unstable magnetospheric plasma.
The most overt instance of nonlinear wave particle
interactioninthecaseofPLHRradiationisthetriggering
of emissions by individual lines. Surprisingly in the
literature few examples of PLHR TEs have been
presented, and there has been little or no theoretical
analysis or numerical simulation of these events. Ac-
cordingly, in this study we shall present some speci®c
examples of magnetospheric VLF emissions triggered by
PLHR. These have been observed on the ground at
Poroja È rvi in Finland at an L shell of L = 6.1. We shall
then utilise a well-established 1D Vlasov VHS code to
numericallysimulatethemaintypesoftriggeredemission
observed, in order to understand the linear and nonlinear
processes by which PLHR interacts with the ambient
plasma. This study has considerable environmental
rami®cations. There has been much debate in recent
years concerning the extent to which PLHR contributes
to the energy exchange between the magnetosphere and
the ionosphere (Bullough, 1983, Tsurutani et al., 1981).
(Emissions and chorus triggered by PLHR could be non-
negligible contributors to net precipitated particle ¯uxes. Correspondence to: D. Nunn
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The literature on PLHR is impressive and vast, and here
we can only give a limited review. Excellent ground-
based observations of PLHR have been obtained from
the magnetically conjugate pair Siple, Antarctica and
Roberval, Quebec. (Helliwell et al., 1975; Park and
Helliwell, 1981; Park et al., 1983). These papers report a
frequent occurrence of magnetospheric lines with sepa-
rations 120 Hz. Such lines clearly originate from the
Canadian power system. In the data there is clear
evidence of linear and nonlinear interaction with the
unstable ambient plasma. Lines are often oset from
harmonics of the parent induction lines by up to 20 Hz,
and individual lines show signi®cant spectral broadening
of this order (10±20 Hz). Some arrays of lines with
separations of 20 Hz are observed. These are most
likely to be sidebands arising from nonlinear sideband
instability (Nunn, 1986).
Ground data from the conjugate pair Halley Bay,
Antarctica and St Anthony, Newfoundland showed
rather dierent characteristics from Siple observations,
presumably because the PLHR input from the ground is
dierent. (Matthews and Yearby, 1980; Yearby et al.,
1981). Indeed, Newfoundland employs a mix of 50 and
60 Hz power systems. Yearby and co workers found line
separations to be rather variable, in the range 50±90 Hz,
and that individual lines had signi®cant bandwidths, up
to 20 Hz. They also noted `sideband' substructure with
characteristic separations of 20 Hz. The observed time
distribution of PLHR events was quite signi®cant, with
an occurrence peak in the local afternoon, and a marked
minimum on Sundays. Most events occurred at times of
low or intermediate magnetic activity.
Some interesting measurements have been made in
Newfoundland by Yearby et al. (1983). These authors
measured the VLF wave amplitude spectra at varying
distances from power lines and deduced the unbalanced
currents in the lines (mA). Calculated total radiated
powers were only 1 microwatt.
In conjunction with ground data extensive satellite
observations of PLHR are available. Generally obser-
vations in space tend to con®rm the PLHR character-
istics observed on the ground, but care in interpreting
the data is needed due to the Doppler shifts and the fact
that a satellite may be observing leakage from a duct
some distance away. Bell et al. (1982) reported on VLF
observations of PLHR on the ISEE1 satellite. PLHR
was observed in only about 5% of orbits, suggesting
that PLHR contributes very little to the total wave
energy in the magnetosphere. Line frequencies were not
always exact multiples of 60 Hz and line frequencies
were observed to drift upwards together at rates from
6 ! 22 Hz/s. Observations from the Ariel 3 and
Ariel 4 satellites showed that PLHR was most conspic-
uous at quiet times when Kp < 2. The geographical
distribution was concentrated over N America and to a
lesser extent over Europe. In a recent paper of consid-
erable interest Rodger et al. (1995) reported on PLHR
observed on ISIS 1 and 2 satellites over New Zealand.
Two distinct types of PLHR were observed. One of
these, called ``tram lines'' (TLs), consisted of lines with
narrow bandwidth, with zero drift, and close to
harmonics of 50 or 60 Hz. TLs clearly have their origin
in power distribution systems. The other kind of PLHR
were called magnetospheric lines (MLs), characterised
by broader bandwidth, and no obvious correlation
between line frequencies and multiples of 50/60 Hz.
MLs were observed normally to drift in frequency at
rates up to 40 Hz/min. The drift was more often
upwards though downward drifts were noted. Since
ML line frequencies no longer correspond to those of
the supposed terrestrial source, they would appear to be
decoupled from that source and thus self-sustaining. It is
not clear what role terrestrial PLHR radiation plays in
either initiating MLs or in sustaining them.
2.1 Nonlinear eects
Clearly, since the terrestrial input signal is often fairly
weak, the VLF signal injected into the magnetosphere
must be ampli®ed as a result of electron cyclotron
resonance instability. The signal will also be repeatedly
ampli®ed while executing multiple re¯ections between
hemispheres. In situations where the linear growth rate
is high, PLHR may be ampli®ed to levels >2pT at
which nonlinear trapping may occur in the equatorial
region, and wave phenomena commonly associated with
nonlinear wpi will appear.
In the literature examples of nonlinear phenomena in
PLHR are common. Most observations of magneto-
spheric lines reveal spectral broadening (Park et al. 1983;
Matthews and Yearby, 1981; Yearby et al., 1981; Park
and Helliwell, 1981; Helliwell et al., 1975). Line
segments with increased bandwidth and amplitude often
acquire a periodicity at the two hop wave period. Also
commonly noted are `extra' sidebands with separations
20 Hz. This frequency is of the order of the trapping
frequency, which is the separation for maximum side-
band growth rates.
Helliwell et al. (1975) and Park and Helliwell (1981)
report capture eects in which emissions triggered by
Siple pulses are either captured by a PLHR line or else
suer a discontinuous change in frequency sweep rate.
Most of the observational papers above report trigger-
ing of emissions by PLHR lines. Risers are most
common, but fallers and hooks also occur. None of
the papers present good individual examples of triggered
emissions. Helliwell et al. (1975) report bursts of
emissions which merge to form something like a single
chorus element, which is then repeated at the 2 hop wave
bounce period.
In an inspired piece of experimental physics, the
Stanford group programmed the Siple facility to simu-
late PLHR. Weak spectral lines with separations of 50
or 100 Hz were transmitted (Park and Chang, 1978;
Park et al., 1983). Input wave intensities were only 0.1
pT, but strong lines were observed at Roberval with
spectral broadening and triggered emissions. The fre-
quencies at which strong magnetospheric lines were
excited did not depend upon the transmitted power, but
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(1975) observed that chorus/periodic emissions are often
`associated' with PLHR, and that furthermore the lower
starting frequency of the chorus sometimes is remark-
ably constant, suggesting triggering at the lower edge by
a PLHR line.
The fact that PLHR is regularly observed to trigger
emissions and chorus has led to the suggestion (Luette
et al., 1979) that chorus is to some extent controlled by
PLHR and that PLHR has a signi®cant arti®cial eect
on the radiation belts and upon the energy balance
between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. This sug-
gestion has however not gone unchallenged. Thorne and
Tsurutani (1979, 1981), Tsurutani et al. (1979), Tsuru-
tani and Thorne (1981) maintain that PLHR has a
negligible eect on the radiation belts. We shall not join
this discussion here, but a very good overall review of
man-made in¯uences on the magnetosphere will be
found in Parrot and Zaslavski (1996).
3 Theoretical background to the problem
We shall now give some pointers to the theoretical
background to the PLHR problem. The ®rst part of a
theoretical description concerns the characteristics of the
radiating source, of which Kikuchi (1983) provides a
very comprehensive review. The trans ionospheric injec-
tion of the weak PLHR signal into the magnetosphere,
has been dealt with in Molchanov et al. (1991). To be an
observable phenomenon PLHR must be substantially
ampli®ed. Observations by the Stanford group (Helli-
well, 1983) give a ®gure of about 30 dB for the integrated
linear growth along a ®eld line at L = 4 for a ducted,
parallel propagating whistler. Helliwell's (1983) ®gure
was well supported by numerical simulations of Siple
triggered emissions in Nunn (1993) and Nunn et al.
(1997), which required linear equatorial growth rates
>60 dB/s, a ®gure corresponding to integrated growth
rates of about 23 dB. If the ionospheric re¯ection loss
does not exceed the integrated growth, then the possi-
bility exists that PLHR induction lines could be a self-
sustaining emission, but from the literature it is not clear
the PLHR is always a ducted phenomenon.
When PLHR equatorial amplitudes reach levels
2 pT (at L = 4), in the case of a CW or band limited
VLF wave, electron cyclotron resonance trapping occurs
and the wave particle interaction process becomes
nonlinear. Nonlinear trapping dynamics and the conse-
quences for ®eld evolution are fairly well understood,
and discussed theoretically and numerically in Omura
and Matsumoto (1982), Bespelov and Trakhtengerts
(1986), Trakhtengerts (1995), Trakhtengerts et al. (1996)
Karpman et al. (1974) and Nunn (1990). VLF emissions
triggered by CW pulses from the Siple transmitter have
been simulated in Nunn (1993), and discrete emissions
observed at Halley Bay in Smith and Nunn (1998), using
the same Vlasov Hybrid Simulation code that will be
used in this study. The same code successfully simulated
chorus observed on the Geotail satellite (L = 10)
(Nunn et al., 1997).
In a computational and theoretical analysis (Nunn,
1986) it was shown that when nonlinear trapping takes
place in a parabolically varying B ®eld inhomogeneity, a
CW wave is unstable to the formation of upper
sidebands, the lower sidebands being damped. This
means that a weak sideband wave has a growth rate
greater than that of the underlying linear value. The
maximum instability occurs at a sideband separation of
the order of the trapping frequency, which is 20 Hz
approx. This would certainly explain spectral broaden-
ing at nonlinear amplitudes as well as the discrete `extra'
sidebands often observed.
A major theoretical problem with PLHR is the slow
upward drift of the lines at rates 20 Hz/min. If spectral
broadening occurs on the upper side of the line only
then this would explain a slow upward drift of frequency
of radiation repeatedly crossing the equator. Another
theoretical and numerical approach was expounded in
Shklyar et al. (1992). The authors examined theoretical-
ly and numerically the problem of a CW pulse making a
single passage of the equator at nonlinear amplitudes. It
was found that a small upwards frequency shift 1H z
was predicted. Repeated equatorial transits should
result in slow upward drifts of the right order. Both
these theoretical approaches are in some trouble when
confronted by PLHR drifting downwards.
Line drift immediately entrains further theoretical
headaches, since the PLHR will become eectively
decoupled from its terrestrial source. Magnetospheric
lines with variable or non-harmonic spacings should
then constitute a self sustaining phenomenon. In this
instance what then determines the set of spacings of the
MLs? Nonlinear wave-wave interaction VIA nonlinear
electron cyclotron resonance occurs for separations up
to at least 60 Hz (Nunn, 1986). However the nonlinear
time evolution of a series of echoing lines is a very
numerically intensive problem yet to be addressed in the
literature.
4 The observations of PLHR TEs from Poroja È rvi
The VLF data we shall present was obtained at
Poroja È rvi (69.17N, 21.47E) in Northern Finland during
January, 1993. The antenna comprised orthogonal
vertical magnetic loops. Data was sampled at 40 kHz,
and processed by redundant block FFTs of length 1024.
The data is presented in the usual form of frequency/
time diagrams, with a colour coding for magnetic ®eld
spectral power, in arbitrary units. F/T plots are
available for the RH polarised component, the LH
polarised component and for the linearly polarised
component, but in this study we shall only present plots
of total spectral power.
The data from Poroja È rvi (L = 6.1) is rich in PLHR
events. This would appear to be partly due to the
existence of strong PLHR radiation by the Finnish
power system. The other factor is the apparently high
ionospheric re¯ectivity, which is evidenced by the
appearance of multiple whistler echos and other strongly
echoing VLF events. The magnetospheric lines observed
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Hemisphere, since the area conjugate to Poroja È rvi and
the region to the south as far as Oulu (65.05N, 25.47E) is
located in the Southern Ocean between S Africa and
Australia.
A full set of PLHR lines in the band 2±5 kHz are
often observed. In Finland the power system is 220V/3
phase. At heavy industrial plant in Finland conversion
to DC power is done using 12 pulse bridges. This results
in strong harmonics being radiated at frequencies of
f  50cp  1Hz
where p = 12 and c = 1,2,3,4 etc.
Prominent pairs of lines obvious in the data are then
at 1750/1850, 2350/2450, 2950/3050, 3550/3650 and
4150/4250 Hz etc. The lines here are `tramlines', with
constant frequencies of separation 100 Hz locked to the
terrestrial source.
Figure 1 shows a set of strong PLHR lines, with
prominent risers triggered from the PLHR doublet at
2950/3050 Hz. It should be noted that PLHR are
normally a weak feature, and these Finnish results show
PLHR of surprising strength. It appears to be the upper
line which triggers the risers. The frequency gradients
are consistently in the region of +1.0 kHz/s. The ®rst
riser exhibits an initial falling frequency segment which
goes down to 2800 Hz, where it seems to `re¯ect' o a
weak PLHR line. The risers have a marked periodicity
which is the 2 hop wave bounce time. The spectral
broadening obvious in the latter emissions may be due
to re¯ected wave energy from the previous event.
Interestingly a weak narrow band faller is triggered o
a line near 3.9 kHz. Polarisation analysis shows that
both PLHR lines and emissions consist of a large
linearly polarised component and a weak LEFT hand
circularly polarised component. In accordance with
Yearby and Smith (1994) this would suggest that the
duct exit point is some distance from Poroja È rvi. Similar
results for polarisation apply to all four examples in this
work. With the Poroja È rvi data it is not possible to
localise the source or duct exit point for the VLF signals
observed, which would require multiple receiving sites.
Direction ®nding from the orthogonal magnetic loops
gives an ambiguous bearing for the power line at
3050 Hz of either north or south, and bearing for the
triggered emissions of NW/SE. Now since the emissions
rise to nearly 5 kHz and the equatorial electron gyro-
frequency at Poroja È rvi would be in the region of 4 kHz
it may be assumed that the duct exit point for the TEs is
SE of Poroja È rvi. Furthermore for ducted VLF signals to
be seen on the ground requires one to be inside the
plasmapause, which also points to a southerly source.
Figure 2 shows rather dierent features. The strong
doublet at 2950/3050 Hz triggers slow fallers with sweep
rates of order )1 kHz/s. Another nonlinear phenomenon
in evidence is that of `capture'. A riser triggered by the
lower hiss band is temporarily captured by the 2 lines at
2950/3050 Hz. The set of lines in the band 3.5±4.5 kHz
seem to trigger a chorus-like emission consisting of a
tangle of slow risers triggered o strong doublets at 3600
and 4200 Hz. The emissions below 3.5 kHz appear to
have a bearing of ESE, while the higher frequency
emissions at 4 kHz come from a SSE direction.
Figure 3 also shows a profusion of risers triggered in
the 3.5±5.5 kHz band. These risers are very steep,
particularly around 3.5 kHz, and seem to show a
whistler like dispersion. It seems likely that the relevant
ducts for this data example are located at a low L value
Fig. 1. Strong rising frequency emissions triggered by a pair of prominent lines at 2950/3050 Hz. The periodicity is the 2 hop wave period, and
the broadening of each emission is due to the 2 hop echo of the previous one
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above 4.5 kHz and cause risers below this frequency to
be steepened by dispersive propagation to the ground.
Small downward hook emissions are triggered o the
lines at 3050 Hz and 3650 Hz. An interesting feature is
the lengthy powerful faller at 16 s, which penetrates the
hiss band, and turns upwards to be recaptured by the
triggering line at 2950 Hz. The hiss band is in all
probability associated with another duct/L value, and
will thus not degrade the nonlinear wave particle
interaction process. As in Fig. 2 emissions below
3 kHz come from a ESE direction, around 4 kHz the
bearing is more SSE, and emissions above 5 kHz come
from due south.
Fig. 2. Long fallers triggered by the doublet at 2950/3050 Hz. PLHR in the vicinity of 4 kHz has triggered a disorderly chorus-like emission
composed of a profusion of slow risers
Fig. 3. Numerous emissions triggered by pairs of PLHR at 600 Hz intervals. The doublet 2950/3050 Hz triggers short hooks and a pronounced
slow upward hook. The 3-5-5.5 kHz band contains numerous steep triggered risers
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clearly triggered by lines in the 4.5±6.0 kHz band. Risers
predominate, but there are some fallers and a few
downward hooks. The most prominent feature is the
strong slow faller which is triggered at 5350 Hz and
descends to 4.2 kHz in about 1 s. All these emissions
appear to come from a southerly or SE direction.
5 The numerical simulation code
The mathematical analysis of the VLF nonlinear wave
particle interaction problem will be found in Nunn
(1990). The simulation code is a 1D, Vlasov VHS
electromagnetic code, which assumes a whistler wave-
®eld that is ducted or parallel propagating to the
ambient B ®eld. This assumption is well founded since
unducted VLF waves will not in general penetrate to the
ground. The ambient magnetic ®eld Bo(z) is assumed to
vary parabolically about the equator, which eectively
con®nes the nonlinear interaction region to the equato-
rial zone. This parabolic inhomogeneity eectively
dictates the whole character of electron trapping and
thus of the wave particle interaction process. A cold,
ambient, dense electron plasma is also assumed to have
a parabolic dependence on z, although this problem is
not sensitive to the functional form of this dependence.
Superimposed on this is a tenuous, hot electron
population that is anisotropic and unstable to whistler
waves, and thus provides the free energy for the
nonlinear instability. The distribution function is mod-
elled arbitrarily by a superposition of 6 bi Maxwellian
functions
Fol;w
X
j
Cj expÿl=T
j
?expÿW ÿ l=T
j
k
where l is magnetic moment and W is total energy. The
set of perpendicular and parallel temperatures T
j
?, T
j
k,
and coecients Cj are chosen to ®t observations
(R. Horne, personal communication) and give an overall
anisotropy of A  2 and a linear equatorial growth rate
in the range 60±100 dB/s at the equator at 3 kHz. It is
easily shown (Nunn, 1990, 1993) that nonlinear growth
rates for whistler waves in a parabolic inhomogeneity do
not saturate with increasing amplitude, unlike in the
homogeneous problem. A 1D simulation will exhibit
absolute instability in the nonlinear regime, and wave
amplitudes will quickly go to in®nity. To achieve a
successful 1D simulation it is necessary to employ a
phenomenological saturation mechanism. In the time
domain this takes the form of a localised damping term
in which the damping rate is a rapidly increasing function
of amplitude above some preset value of saturation
amplitude Bmax placed in the lower end of the nonlinear
regime. Alternatively the loss process may be applied in
the Fourier domain. Fortunately numerical experimen-
tation has shown that simulation results are very
insensitive to the exact form of the damping function
(Nunn et al. 1977). In experimental reality the saturation
process cuts in very abruptly, and is believed to arise as
follows. With a nonlinear wpi process in a 3D ducted
geometry, the 3D nonlinear resonant particle current
will radiate into unducted modes, and there will be a
substantial loss of wave energy out of the duct which
increases sharply as amplitude increases above the
threshold of nonlinearity. Another aspect of the prob-
lem is that in the nonlinear trapping regime the phase
Fig. 4. A variety of discrete PLHR triggered emissions in the band 4±6 kHz. Risers predominate, but there are a number of fallers and downward
hooks
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Langmuir waves, and the resulting Langmuir turbulence
will quickly diuse particles in the Vz direction thus
quenching the whistler instability itself. This eect is
currently under investigation. The code to be used will
have a band limited formalism. A central simulation
frequency xo is de®ned, and at each time step the wave
®eld is bandpass ®ltered by fast Fourier transform and
inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT/IFFT) to the band
xo  dxBW, where dxBW is the simulation half band-
width, typically of order 20 Hz. The centre frequency xo
is freely variable and is continuously adjusted during the
simulation. For the triggered emission problem a further
complication is necessary. It was shown in Nunn et al.
(1977) that spatial gradients of wave number/frequency
are very signi®cant in the triggered emission problem,
and constitute a signi®cant part of the mechanism
responsible for the observed sweeping frequency. In the
recent version of the code, at each time step the wave
number as a function of z, k(z) is determined, and an
mth order least mean squares (LMS) polynomial ®t
kmz is found. The wave ®eld is then spatially bandpass
®ltered to kmzdxBW=Vg, thus allowing the wave ®eld
to establish marked spatial gradients of frequency and
wave number. In the simulations in this study we shall
employ m = 1, i.e. a linear ®t, which was found to give
the best performance.
The VHS method used here sets up a 4D phase space
simulation box and grid in the variables z, Vz, w, and V?.
The z grid is ®xed and contains the equatorial trapping
region for the case B  Bmax (plus 20%). The number of
spatial grid points Nz  1024 must be enough to resolve
the simulation bandwidth plus the spatial variation of k
across the box. The grid spacing must be small enough
to ensure satisfactory integration of the simulation
particle equations of motion. The variable w is gyro-
phase, and Nw  20. The centre of the Vz range resolved
is matched to the local resonance velocity Vres. The
velocity width resolved, DVz is given by
DVz  2dxBWdV res=dx  4Vtr
where Vtr is the resonant particle trap width correspond-
ing to B  Bmax. A grid of Nv  40 was found to
adequately resolve signi®cant structures in velocity
space, which are of course the resonant particle traps.
The remaining coordinate is V?, which in this problem is
`weak'. Only a narrow pitch angle range from 45±65
degrees is a signi®cant contributor to nonlinear wpi, and
very few grid points Nv? are needed. The simulations in
this work will employ Nv?  3 or even Nv?  1. In the
context of Vlasov simulations this is perfectly legitimate,
something which may not be said of PIC codes.
The numerically intensive part of the code lies in the
computation of nonlinear resonant particle current
Jresz;t. This is accomplished using the Vlasov Hybrid
Simulation (VHS) method which is highly ecient and
well studied to the problem at hand. The method is
described in detail in Nunn (1993). The 4D phase space
box is evenly ®lled with simulation particles with a
density of at least 1.2 per grid cell. The program
continuously follows these particles, which represent
phase trajectories. When a particle leaves the phase box it
is discarded, since in this problem it is non-resonant with
the ambient wave®eld. Where phase ¯uid ¯ows into the
box new particles are inserted into the phase ¯uid at the
phase box boundary. This has to be done with some care.
Using Liouville's theorem, distribution function F is
conserved along these phase trajectories and is thus
known, though in this con®guration DW or integrated
energy change is evaluated along each trajectory. The
key operation in VHS codes is the INTERPOLATION
of F(or DW ) from the particles onto the phase space grid.
This is achieved using a variant of the area weighting
scheme employed in PIC codes. (Nunn, 1993). Once DW
is de®ned on the phase space grid it is a simple matter to
compute the resonant particle current by integration
over velocity space.
VHS diers from other Vlasov codes (Candy 1996;
Klimas et al., (1994)) by its use of interpolation. This
confers immediate and obvious bene®ts. Because of it
there is no need to assign some small phase volume to
each simulation particle. Simulation particles may be
inserted into the phase ¯uid at will (or removed), and
there is no problem in dealing with a ¯ux of phase ¯uid
into the simulation box. Since by Liouville's theorem
density is conserved there is no tendency for particles to
bunch and leave grid points uncovered. It is only
required that particle density be above some minimum
level sucient to ensure that all grid points have at least
one particle in an adjacent cell. Another consequence of
interpolation is that it confers robustness to ®lamenta-
tion in the distribution function. Distribution ®ne
structure will undersampled by our assembly of parti-
cles, and the resulting resonant particle current will be
corrupted by a low level of aliased broadband noise. In
the unlikely event that this is a problem, one need only
increase particle density.
In conclusion VHS has to be seen as a highly ecient,
relatively simple and robust method for numerical
simulation of hot plasma, where resolution of F in
velocity space is required. It is far superior to PIC codes,
a property shared by all simulation techniques that
essentially push dF.
6 The simulation results
We will show four simulation runs, one for each of the
main types of triggered emission observed, namely a
riser, a faller, an upward hook and a downward hook.
The duct location and corresponding plasma parameters
at the equator are, of course, not known for individually
observed TE events. We shall select plausible parameters
in each case. What we will not do is select each
simulation plasma parameter in turn and see how
simulation results depend upon it. This would be a very
useful exercise but currently too expensive for our
available computer resources. All the input and simu-
lation parameters used in these four runs are presented
in Table 1.
Case A. Riser The ®rst simulation will be of a long
stable riser triggered by a single line at 3650 Hz. The
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bandwidth of the code (20±60 Hz) and in any case
nonlinear wave-wave interaction via cyclotron resonant
interaction is very weak at a separation of 100 Hz,
which is ®ve times the resonant trapping frequency
separation of 20 Hz. The lower line in the doublet would
only have a signi®cant eect if the riser were triggered
from the lower line. The simulation input signal at
z = z1 is a weak key-down CW signal with an ampli-
tude of 0.1 pT. We assume that the duct is inside the
plasmapause and well to the southeast of Poroja È rvi. The
chosen L value is 4.4, in the vicinity of Oulu. The linear
growth rate at the equator is taken to be 79 dB/s at
3650 Hz. The code is driven by a three V? `beams', with
pitch angles of 54, 61 and 66 degrees. The hot plasma
distribution function is modelled as 6 bi Maxwellians,
with an anisotropy of 2.5. The saturation amplitude
employed in the code is Bmax = 6.9 pT, which permits
highly nonlinear resonant particle trapping. The total
bandwidth of the simulation matched ®lter is set at
37 Hz, which is of the order of the maximum trapping
frequency. The global bandpass ®lter has a width of
1100 Hz.
The ®eld data exiting from the right hand end of the
simulation box is fed into a buer, where it is processed
by overlapping block FFTs, which are Hamming
shaded and have a frequency resolution of 3 Hz.
Figure 5 shows a histogram equalised, shaded IDL
contour plot of spectral power as a function of time.
The frequency rises from 3.6 kHz to 5.5 kHz in 2 s, and
reaches a sweep rate of 1600 Hz/s, which is a typical
observed value. It should be realised that emissions
observed on the ground will have the extra dispersion
due to propagation from the equator to Earth, but since
the nose frequency is probably in the region
f  3.6 kHz, it is unlikely that risers will be steepened
by this means. The most common emission to be
triggered is the riser and this simulated one bears a close
resemblance to those observed, particularly the exam-
ples in Figs. 1 and 3.
Table 1. Input data used for
numerical simulations Run A:
riser
Run B:
faller
Run C:
hook/down
Run D:
hook/up
Bin (pT) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
L Shell 4.4 4.1 4.1 4.1
xe (Hz) 11 K 12.45 K 9 K 9 K
Ne (cm
)3) 400 400 400 400
c (dB/s) 79 99 70 90
Bmax (pT) 6.9 6.9 4.9 5.9
F (Hz) 3650 4150 2950 2950
Nv ? 331 1
a (degs) 54,61,66 51,62,67 61 61
xBW global (Hz) 1100 878 626 686
xBW matched (Hz) 37 29 21 23
Grid Nv, Nw, Nz 40,20,1024 40,20,1024 40,20,512 40,20,1024
Fig. 5. Case A. Riser. Frequency
time plot of the exit wave®eld,
shown as a shaded IDL contour plot.
A key-down weak CW input signal
of 0.1 pT gives a long stable rising
emission with a sweep rate of
2 kHz/s
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as follows. The input signal introduced at z = z1 is very
weak, but undergoes linear ampli®cation in propagating
to the equatorial region, indeed the integrated linear
ampli®cation across the simulation box for these simu-
lations if of the order of 25 dB. If the wave amplitude in
the equatorial zone reaches the level at which nonlinear
trapping commences (about 1 pT), then a self sustaining
VLF generation region (GR) may be set up. Very weak
PLHR lines which do not reach the nonlinear threshold
at the equator do not trigger, something that may be
seen in the data.
Figure 6 shows graphs of wave pro®le (in pT), and
nonlinear currents Jr and Ji as functions of z at
t = 1.442 s. The current Jr is the component in phase
with the wave electric ®eld (heavy line), and Ji is the
component in phase with the wave B ®eld. These
currents are normalised such that a CW wave at
z =0 ,f = 3.6 kHz at the saturation amplitude Bmax
(= 6.9 pT) would give rise to a linear resonant particle
current Jr = )1. Apart from sideband oscillations,
which manifest themselves as oscillations in wave
amplitude pro®le at the trapping length, these currents
exhibit the functional form to be expected as a result of
trapping in a parabolic inhomogeneity. (Nunn, 1990).
Note, in particular, the pronounced negative peak in Ji
which is the primary cause of the sweeping frequency in
an emission. This ®gure represents a snapshot of a
typical GR for a rising frequency emission. The GR
resembles a `VLF SOLITON'. It is a self consistent,
nonlinear structure that is self-sustaining and has a zero
®eld input (Nunn et al., 1997). The structure is surpris-
ingly dynamically stable. The pro®le remains roughly
constant in time, though time dependent sideband
activity will occur in practice. However in the case of
hooks the GR may change its structure to a dierent
con®guration. It is clear that in order to maintain a wave
pro®le at a constant position on the ®eld line a minimum
linear equatorial growth rate is required. In the present
simulation that ®gure is about 52 dB/s. Below this level
there is no triggering and the plasma is absolutely stable,
but convectively unstable. Above this ®gure the plasma
exhibits absolute and convective instability but ONLY
in the nonlinear regime. Almost any input signal (of
sucient size) will then result in the setup of a GR and
trigger an emission. This con®rms a very important
aspect of these simulations, that is the triggering is a
very repeatable and stable phenomenon. Following the
initial stage of linear ampli®cation the nonlinear regime
is entered, which results in the set up of a stable
nonlinear soliton like structure. Interestingly almost
identical behaviour was found in numerical studies of
electrostatic solitary waves in Omura et al. (1996).
Nonlinear growth rates increase rapidly with ampli-
tude (/ B3=2) above the trapping threshold. Inspection
of the lower panel of Fig. 6 shows nonlinear growth
rates about 5 times the linear value. To achieve
dynamical stability the GR must shed a substantial
fraction of this power input via the mechanism of
nonlinear unducting loss. For a strong emission about
80% of input power will be lost in this way.
The emission GR is normally characterised by a
sweeping frequency. The origin of this can be seen by
inspecting a derivative of the dimensionless ®eld equa-
tion, Nunn(1990).
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Here / is the additional phase over `base' phase, Vg is
group velocity and R is dimensionless wave amplitude.
The last term clearly cannot change frequency by more
than a few Hertz, as may be seen by integrating wrt t for
each z. The second term may make a signi®cant
contribution to sweep rate, and would normally average
to < 300 Hz/s in a riser GR. It has become apparent
that the ®rst term, which is purely advective, is the major
contributor to sweep rate. This version of the VHS code
allows a linear variation of average wave number to
develop across the simulation box. Figure 1 plots the
spatial wave number gradient ()dk/dz) Vg
2 (Hz/s) as a
function of time. The gradient increases steadily to reach
a value of 1400 Hz/s. The other term contributing to
Fig. 6. Case A. Plots of wave ®eld amplitude (pT), in phase nonlinear
current (Jr) and out of phase current (Ji) as functions of z at
t = 1.442 s. The heavy line is Jr,t h elight line Ji. This represents a
snapshot of the structure of a typical VLF generation region for a
rising frequency emission
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. Figure 9 plots this
quantity as a function of z at t=2 s, though it is
rather noisy due to sideband activity. It will be seen that
a signi®cant positive peak  800Hz=s is reached on the
left hand side of the GR. We thus see that U is a
secondary direct contributor to df/dt, and also that the
spatial gradient of U is responsible for the setting up of
the spatial gradients of k.
With a bandwidth of 37 Hz this simulation is highly
nonlinear and characterised by the trapping of resonant
particles for long times. The VHS code readily provides
distribution function plots as a diagnostic. Figure 8
plots the related quantity DW , integrated energy change,
as a function of gyrophase and V*. Note that the phase
in the diagram is relative to base phase and not relative
to local E ®eld. This is the case for all these wire
diagrams. The result is presented as an IDL wire
diagram, at z = 0. The block of particles with large
values of DW are stably trapped particles. Other
particles with small DW are `passing' particles. This
graph con®rms the fact that when there is strong
trapping in inhomogeneous media, then stably trapped
particles control the dynamics of the nonlinear wave
particle interaction process.
Case B. Faller. The second simulation will be of a
faller triggered by a higher frequency PLHR line at
4150 Hz, which is the lower of the doublet 4150/
4250 Hz. Simulation parameters will be similar to run
A except that linear growth rate is higher at 99 dB/s.
The simulation bandwidth of the matched ®lter is set
narrower at 29 Hz, since in reality fallers are observed to
have a narrower bandwidth. Figure 10 shows the f/t
diagram of the exit wave ®eld. The sweep rate increases
steadily to a value ÿ 1000 Hz/s-a typical value. The
emission terminates at 2900 Hz. At this point the linear
growth rate has fallen to  45dB=s, which is below the
absolute instability level.
Figure 11 represents a snapshot of the falling tone
GR at t  967 ms. Partly as a consequence of the high
growth rates and high nonlinearity, the wave pro®le
extends well upstream of the equator, and enables
trapping to take place there. Simple trapping theory
predicts a positive value of Ji in this region, giving a
negative value for @
@z
Ji
R
ÿ
. This causes negative wave
number gradients to be set up, giving a falling frequen-
cy. Figure 12 shows the spatial gradient of k as a
function of time, and builds up steadily to a maximum
value of )1200 Hz/s. We thus see two distinct GR
structures, one for a faller and one for a riser. Hooked
emissions occur when the structure changes type be-
tween these two. For example the slow upward hook
occurs because the power input falls with falling
frequency, the pro®le slips downstream, and a riser
Fig. 7. Case A. Plot of spatially averaged wave number gradient
across the simulation box, as a function of time. The quantity plotted
is ()dk/dz. Vg
2) (Hz/s). The ®nal value of +1400 Hz/s indicates that
spatial wave number gradients are a dominant cause of frequency
sweep in VLF emissions
Fig. 8. Case A. Plot of integrated energy change DW in w=V  space
at z =0 .DW is in dimensionless units. The plot is presented as an
IDL wire diagram and shows the dominance of stably trapped
particles
Fig. 9. Case A. Plot of {Vg2xo=kod=dzJi=R} in Hz/s as a function
of z at t = 2 s. A prominent peak 800 Hz/s will be noticed at
the left hand end of the GR amplitude pro®le
88 D. Nunn et al.: On the nonlinear triggering of VLF emissions by power line harmonic radiationGR results. With these PLHR simulations both upward
and downward hooks were common-one half of all
simulated fallers ended in an upward hook, the others
terminated.
Figure 13 is a wire diagram of DW at t = 1.5 s and
z = )1000 kms. At this point resonant particle are
trapped in a positive inhomogeneity region and have
negative DW as expected.
Case C. Downward hook. The third simulation will be
of a downward hook triggered o a lower PLHR line at
2950 Hz. Again an L value of 4.1 well to the SE of
Poroja È rvi is assumed. This simulation has a lower
saturation amplitude of 4.9 pT and is thus less nonlin-
ear. The code is driven by a single beam with a pitch
angle of 61°. Figure 14 shows the f/t diagram for this
case. At t = 3 s the linear growth rate reaches 175 dB/s,
a direct consequence of the assumed bi-Maxwellian
distribution. With such a high power input the wave
amplitude pro®le spreads upstream. Particle trapping
then occurs for z < 0 giving Ji > 0, which converts the
GR to the faller type. The form of this downward hook
agrees well with those observed, particularly in Fig. 4.
Figure 15 represents a snapshot of the riser GR at
t  1349 ms. The structure strongly resembles that of
run A. Later in the simulation Fig. 16 shows a snap of a
faller GR at t  4047 ms, which closely resembles that
in run B.
Figure 17 plots spatial gradient of k as a function of
time which reaches a positive peak of +500 Hz/s, but
then falls to )500 Hz/s after the hook discontinuity.
Figure 18 presents a DW wire diagram at t  3 s and at
z  2000 kms. The trapping topology is more complex
in this case.
Run D. Upward hook. The last run will be of an upward
hook triggered from a PLHR line at 2950 Hz. Param-
Fig. 10. Case B. Steep faller.
Frequency time diagram of the
exit wave ®eld. The sweep rate is
about )1 kHz/s. The emission
terminates at t = 2.2 s due to the
decreasing linear growth rates at
lower frequencies
Fig. 11. Case B. Snapshot of the faller generation region at
t = 967 ms. The amplitude pro®le extends well upstream of the
equator. Particle trapping in this positive inhomogeneity region results
in Ji > 0, which gives rise to the falling tone
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plots the f/t diagram for this case. At t=2.5 s the linear
growth rate falls to about 50 dB/s, close to the absolute
instability limit. At this point the wave amplitude pro®le
slips downstream and particle trapping is then con®ned
to the negative inhomogeneity region for z>0. The
current Ji then becomes negative and the GR converts to
the riser type. At this point the GR could well be `lost'
and the emission terminate. It is not clear what
determines whether the emission terminates or whether
an upward hook is produced. Figure 20 shows a
snapshot of a faller GR at t = 1658 ms and Fig. 21
reveals a GR of the riser type at t=4146 ms. The
switchover between GR types is apparent in Fig. 22,
where the spatial gradient ¯ips over from )500 Hz/s to
+800 Hz/s. Finally Fig. 23 shows a DW wire diagram in
the faller segment at t  1:5 s and at z ÿ 1000 kms.
The distinctive bunch of trapped particles with DW < 0
is apparent.
6 Conclusions
We have presented ground observations from Poroja È rvi,
Finland, of VLF emissions triggered by PLHR induc-
tion lines. Previous papers have, of course, reported
such emissions, but here we have studied them in some
detail, explained their plasma physical origin and
simulated a variety of emission forms observed. Prom-
Fig. 12. Case B. Plot of spatial wave number gradient ()dk/dz. Vg
2)
in Hz/s as a function of time. Its value steadily decreases to )1200 Hz/s
Fig. 13. Case B. Wire diagram representation of DW in the V =w
plane for the faller, at t =1 . 5sa n da tz = )1000 km. The trapped
particles have DW < 0 as one would expect from trapping in a
positive inhomogeneity
Fig. 14. Case C. Downward hook.
Frequency/time diagram of the exit
wave ®eld. At t = 3 s the riser GR
transforms itself into a faller GR. At
higher frequencies the higher linear
growth rates cause the wave pro®le
to creep upstream, which triggers the
GR change
90 D. Nunn et al.: On the nonlinear triggering of VLF emissions by power line harmonic radiationinent lines seen at Poroja È rvi are derived from the Finnish
power system, and are doublets, with separation 100 Hz,
repeated every 600 Hz. These doublets trigger steep
risers preferentially, but we have seen fallers and hooks
in the data. Frequency sweep rates of emissions are of
order 1 kHz/s, but at higher frequencies very steep risers
Fig. 15. Case C. Snapshot of riser type GR at t = 1349 ms Fig. 16. Case C. Snapshot of faller type GR at t = 4047 ms
Fig. 17. Case C. Plot of spatial wave number gradient as a function
of time. The change from +400 Hz/s to )400 Hz/s at t =3si s
entirely expected
Fig. 18. Case C. Wire diagram of DW at t =3s a n d a t
z = +200 km. Trapped particle topology is more complex in this
case
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Frequency/time diagram of exit wave
®eld
Fig. 20. Case D. Snapshot of GR at t = 1658 ms. This GR is clearly
of the faller type
Fig. 21. Case D. Snapshot of the GR at t = 4146 ms. This GR is
clearly of the riser type
92 D. Nunn et al.: On the nonlinear triggering of VLF emissions by power line harmonic radiationare common with sweep rates  2 kHz/s. The injected
PLHR waves are moderately weak, and so clearly
considerable ampli®cation ( 25 dB) ®rst takes place in
the linearly unstable ambient plasma. In the case of the
strong doublets, the ampli®ed PLHR lines reach non-
linear amplitudes, at which point nonlinear ampli®ca-
tion occurs, giving rise to triggered emissions. PLHR
triggered emissions and chorus will result in energetic
electron precipitation. Via this mechanism the weak
man-made PLHR signals may result in signi®cant
transfer of energy from magnetosphere to ionosphere,
constituting a signi®cant perturbation of the terrestrial/
near space environment.
Our aim has been to elucidate the nonlinear plasma
kinetic processes causing emission triggering by PLHR.
We have done this by numerically modelling the process,
and aiming to reproduce observed events. The code has
been very successful in produced stable long enduring
emissions with observed frequency sweep rates. The
code shows a preference towards triggering risers as
observed. If the linear growth rate is increased to
> 100 dB/s, and the simulation bandwidth narrowed,
the code will reliably trigger fallers. The code naturally
produces hooks of both types, and is particularly prone
to produce upward hooks as input power falls with
falling frequency. The basic plasma physical mechanism
involved in TEs is the nonlinear cyclotron resonant
electron trapping in a parabolic B ®eld inhomogeneity.
The fact that the code can reproduce the main types of
emission observed with the correct sweep rates, tends to
con®rm this theoretical assumption.
As for the code itself, it is of necessity only 1D. The
simulation method employed, Vlasov Hybrid Simula-
tion, is extremely well suited to this problem, and highly
ecient. A number of simulation parameters have to be
guessed. The L shell value of the duct in question is not
known, but consideration of the frequencies involved
suggeststhattheductisinsidetheplasmapauseandtothe
south of Poroja È rvi. We select varied L values in the range
4±5.5. Similarly equatorial gyrofrequencies are taken
between 8.8±13 kHz, and electrondensities between 250±
400 cm
)3. The simulations are not particularly sensitive
to these three parameters. Two other parameters are
partially determined by plasma physical considerations.
The saturation amplitude Bmax is taken to be 2±3 times
the value at which nonlinearity just starts. The linear
growth rate at the equator is taken to be 1.3±2.2 times the
level at which the plasma becomes nonlinearly absolutely
unstable. The choice of distribution function-multiple bi-
Maxwellian-resembles those actually measured. Fortu-
nately the detailed form of Fo is not critical.
The same VHS code has been used to simulate chorus
and emissions at widely dierent L shells. Nunn and
Smith (1996) simulate whistler triggered emissions
observed at Halley Bay, and Smith and Nunn (1997)
simulate discrete emissions observed at Halley Bay. All
these simulations report good agreement with observa-
tion. Of greatest interest are the simulations of Geotail
chorus at L = 10. (Nunn et al., 1997). Geotail wave
amplitudes are very large and strongly nonlinear, and
the code was able to reproduce very closely risers and
fallers observed, using all the parameters measured on
board. This result provides de®nite con®rmation of the
fact that non linear electron cyclotron resonance is
indeed the root cause of triggered emissions and chorus.
Interestingly, key theoretical aspects of the problem are
common to all four cases. These aspects are: (1) the
onset of nonlinear absolute instability when the linear
growth rate exceeds a certain threshold; (2) The stable
nonlinear structure of the GR, and the way that it is the
natural end point of the nonlinear growth phase; (3) the
distinctive structures of the riser and faller GRs; and (4)
spontaneous transformation between GR types and the
formation of hooks.
Much work remains to be done on the theoretical
aspects of this problem. The real problem is, of course,
3D, and the GR sits within a narrow duct of some kind.
The hypothesis of nonlinear unducting loss should be
Fig. 22. Case D. Plot of spatial gradient of wave number as a
function of time. The value falls to )500 Hz/s in the faller segment
and then switches to +800 Hz/s in the subsequent riser segment
Fig. 23. Case D. Wire diagram of DW in the faller segment at
t =1 . 5s ,a tz = )1000 km. The distinct bunch of trapped particles
with DW < 0 is again apparent
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requirements remain awesome. The possibility of non-
linear unducting loss has been given some support
recently. It has been suggested (H Strangeways, personal
communication) that unexpectedly large particle precip-
itation ionospheric footprints could be explained by
heavy nonlinear wave leakage from the duct in the
equatorial zone. The generation of Langmuir waves and
their possible involvement in the overall particle dy-
namics should be looked at further. This is a soluble
problem. As for PLHR itself, the next problem to be
tackled should be that of the upward drift of magneto-
spheric lines. This could be due to repeated nonlinear
wpi as the wave ®eld crosses the equatorial zone. This
suggestion can be veri®ed by running the 1D VHS code
with delayed recirculation of the wave ®eld. Preliminary
results have produced a slow upward drift in frequency
of magnetospheric lines.
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